Given a set of n circular arcs, the problem of finding a minimum cut has been considered in the sequential model. Here we present a parallel algorithm in the EREW-PRAM model that runs in O(log n) time with O(n) processors if the arcs are not given already sorted and using O(n/log n) processors otherwise. On the hypercube model, we consider the minimum cut as well as the following problems on a set of n circular-arcs: the minimum dominating set, the minimum circle cover, the maximum independent set, and the minimum clique cover. We give a parallel algorithm of time complexity O(log n log log n) and processor complexity O(n) for the minimum dominating set problem based on the hypercube model. For the minimum cut sequence, minimum circle cover, minimum clique cover, and maximum independent set problems, we give parallel algorithms of time complexity O(log n log log n + log n log m) and processor complexity O(n) if the input is not given sorted, otherwise, the time complexity is O(log n log m); m is the size of the solution set.
Introduction
A graph G is called a circular-arc graph if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of G and the members of a family AF= {A 0, A I ..... A,_j} of arcs on a circle such that two vertices i and j of G are adjacent if and only if the corresponding arcs A i and Aj overlap. Let V denote the vertex set of G. AF is called a circular arc model for the graph G. If no one arc contains another, AF is called a family of proper circular arcs and G is called a proper circular arc graph. See Fig. 1 for an example of a circular-arc graph.
M. G. Andrews, D.T. Lee /Computational Geometry 5 (1995) Circular arc graphs were introduced as a generalization of interval graphs (similarly defined, except that segments on a real line are used instead of arcs on a circle). Both of these types of graphs have applications in areas such as compiler design, facilities location, and scheduling.
The minimum cut sequence (MCS) for circular arcs is defined as follows. Given a set AF = {A o, A I ..... A,_ 1} of n arcs on a unit circle, find a set C = {c l, c 2 ..... c m} of m cut points for some m > 0 such that each arc A,. contains at least one cut point and the cardinality of C is minimized. The number, m, is the minimum cut number of AF and C is the minimum cut set of AF. Lee, et. al., give a sequential algorithm for finding the MCS in time O(n log n) [7] . Currently, there are no known parallel algorithms for this problem.
A set, S ___ V, of vertices dominates a set, S' _c V, if every vertex in S' -S is adjacent to some vertex in S. If S dominates V, we say that S is a dominating set for the graph G. A dominating set with minimum cardinality is called a minimum dominating set (MDS). For example, in Fig. 8 , the arcs {0, 4, 5} are a MDS. Finding a MDS for an arbitrary graph is NP-complete. Rao and Rangan [11] give a parallel algorithm for the MDS on circular-arc graphs which has time complexity O(log n) using O(n/log n) processors with sorted input in the EREW-PRAM model.
A subset S of the set of arcs AF whose union equals the circle is called a circle-cover or a cover. A cover having the fewest arcs is called a minimum cover. For example, in Fig. 8 , the set {1,3,4,5,6,8} is a minimum cover. The best sequential algorithm for minimum circle cover (MCC) on circular-arc graphs has time complexity O(n log n) [6] . An algorithm for the CREW PRAM model was given by Yu, Chen and Lee [13] . They give an optimal parallel algorithm of time complexity O(log n) and processor complexity O(n). For the EREW-PRAM model an algorithm of time O(log n) and processor complexity O(n/log n), with sorted input, was given by Atallah and Chen [ 1 ] .
A largest subset S of the set of arcs AF whose members are pairwise disjoint is called a maximum independent set (M1S). In Fig. 3 , the set {1,4,5,6,8} is a maximum independent set. An optimal sequential time of O(n log n) for the MIS on circular-arc graphs was given by Masuda and Nakajima [8] and by Lee, et. al. [7] . An algorithm for the CREW PRAM model is given by Yu, Chen and Lee [13] . They give an optimal parallel algorithm of time complexity O(log n) and processor complexity O(n). Rao and Rangan [1 1] give an optimal parallel algorithm of time complexity O(log n) and processor complexity O(n/log n), with sorted input on the EREW PRAM.
A set of vertices, S___ V, form a clique in G if every pair of vertices in S are adjacent. A clique cover of G is a partition of vertex set V into V I, V 2 ..... V k such that each V~, 1 ~<i-~< k, forms a clique in G; k is the size of the clique cover. For an arbitrary graph, this problem is NP-complete. For circular-arc graphs, a parallel algorithm which solves the minimum clique cover (MCQC) problem in O(log n) time on a O(n/log n) processor EREW PRAM, with sorted input, was given by Rao and Rangan [11] .
In this paper, as well as in several of the above references, the general solution for these problems is first to delete any unnecessary arcs. Then an appropriate successor for each arc (or cut) is determined. The successor function is then used to find greedy solutions and the optimal solution is selected from the greedy set.
Most of the parallel algorithms given above use list ranking in combination with Euler tours to find the greedy solutions. We make use of this technique to obtain an optimal algorithm for the MCS problem on the EREW-PRAM. For the MCS as well as the other problems, a direct emulation of the PRAM algorithm on the hypercube would result in O(log 3 n) time complexity on the hypercube due to the time complexity of list ranking [12] . However, by reducing the search space and using the monotonicity properties of the successor functions, we can reduce the time complexity by at least a logarithmic factor on the hypercube model.
For the problems discussed here, we assume that the circular arc representation, AF, of the graph, G, is given. We assume an arbitrary origin, O, on the circle and each arc, A i, will be denoted [a i, bi], where a i is its clockwise beginning point and b i is its clockwise ending point. Alternatively, a,. and b/ are called the left and right endpoint, respectively. Arcs are assigned a consecutive index, starting with index 0, as the beginning point of the arc is encountered in a clockwise traversal of the circle, starting at O. We let AF' denote the circular-arc graph AF with all containing arcs deleted. We let AF" denote the circular-arc graph AF with all contained arcs deleted. Also, we note that for proper circular-arc graphs, if the starting points of a set of arcs, { Ai,, Ai2 ..... Ai)}, are ordered as {ai,, ai2 ..... aij } then the ending points of the arcs are also ordered in the same fashion. Without loss of generality, we assume that no single arc A i covers the entire circle. We also assume that no two input arcs have the same endpoint.
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Basic hypercube notation and data communication
A d-dimensional hypercube computer consists of n = 2 d separate processing elements (PEs), linked together in a d-dimensional binary cube network. Each node has associated with it a constant size memory. Basically, a 0-dimensional hypercube is just a single point, a l-dimensional hypercube is a segment, and a 2-dimensional hypercube is a square, a 3-dimensional hypercube is a regular cube, and, in general, a d-dimensional hypercube C consists of two (d-1)-dimensional hypercubes A and B with the corresponding vertices of each linked together. Each node in C is given a unique d-bit identification number (henceforth referred to as the node i.d.) by the following inductive definition [5] .
-for d = 1, the nodes are numbered 0 and 1.
for d > 1, append a 0 onto the front of A's node i.d.s and and a 1 onto the front of B's.
We refer to the order of nodes so introduced as the lexicographic order. For example, for d = 3, the order of nodes is the following: 000, 001,010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111, i.e., from 0 to 7. Two nodes in a hypercube are said to be adjacent or neighboring if they share a link. In other words, two nodes are neighbors if and only if their corresponding node i.d.s differ in exactly one bit position. The communication diameter of hypercube networks is logarithmic. Another ordering of nodes in a hypercube is Gray Code ordering [9] . Gray Code order is defined as follows:
for d = 1, the nodes are numbered 0 and 1, in this order -if a o, a~ ..... a2~-1 is the Gray code order of nodes in d-dimensional hypercube, then 0a 0, 0a I ..... 0a2~_ l, la2d_ l ..... la I, la 0 is a Gray code order of nodes of d + l-dimensional hypercube.
As an example, for d=3, the order is: 000,001,011,010,110,111,101,100. The important property of Gray code order is that corresponding nodes of a hypercube are neighbors whenever they are neighbors in Gray code order (this property is not valid for lexicographic order). In addition, we may split the hypercube into subcubes such that the subcubes consist of consecutively labeled PEs. Conversion from Gray Code order to lexicographic order can be done in O(log n) time.
A string of processors in a hypercube will be a nonempty set of consecutive processors according to Gray code order, i.e., a set ~ of PEs for which there are integers i 0 and i I such that 0 ~< i o ~< i I ~< n and 2 = {PEt[ i o <~j <~ i I} according to a binary reflected Gray code ordering of the processors [2] . (We use PE i to denote the processor in the i-th position of the ordering).
A brief description of some basic hypercube primitives follows. We assume data values are distributed among the n PEs of a parallel machine so that no PE has more than 0(1) elements. The operations are performed simultaneously within disjoint strings, when necessary. Broadcasting: In a broadcast, a node has to send the same message to all other nodes in the hypercube. The time complexity of the broadcast is O(log n).
Concentration and Distribution:
Concentration, also known as compression, is defined as follows. Some nodes of hypercube contain "active" elements while others do not. Compress the active elements, i.e., store them in nodes 0, 1, 2 ..... s -1 where s is the number of active elements. Concentration can be done in O(log n) time. Distribution is the inverse of a concentration. Its complexity is O(log n).
Generalize: A generalize makes multiple copies of records. The first s PEs have data field H. The H values are such that H(i) < H(i + 1). Generalize copies data from PE i into PEu( i_ 1)+ 1 to PEN(i). Generalize has time complexity O(log n).
Merging: Given two sorted arrays A and B each stored in a hypercube of size n/2, their merging can be done in O(log n) time. An unmerge, or inverse merge, algorithm can be used to return each element to its original node and to obtain again A and B. This can he done by running the merge algorithm in reverse order. . Sg}, and we want to find the elements r i and ri÷l in R such that r i < sj <~ ri+ 1 for all j,1 ~<j~<M. If R and S are sorted and then stored one per PE in a log(n) cube, then by merging them each s in S will fall between the appropriate elements of R. (n is at least as large as N + M.) Using a prefix operation to find the largest element of R occurring earlier in the sorted order, and a postfix operation to find the least element of R occurring later, solves the problem in O(log n) time [2] .
Rank:
The rank of a record in a block of PEs is the number of selected records in that block which are in PEs of a lower index. Rank is of complexity O(log n).
Sorting:
Given an element per processor, the sorting can be done in time O(log n log log n) and processor complexity O(n) [3] . After sorting, the elements are kept in nodes according to the ordering used. For lexicographic order, the ith element in the sorted order is in the PE whose node i.d. is i. For Gray code order, the ith element is in the PE whose node i.d. is in the ith position with respect to the ordering. This node i.d. can be computed in constant time from the value i.
Random Access Read (RAR): For a RAR, an index S(i) is contained in PEi, 0 <~ i < n. PE i is to receive data (D) from PEs< o. We assume that the data to be transmitted to PE i is originally in register D(S(i)). (D(j) will denote register or memory cell D in PEj.) Also, if PE i is not to receive data from any other PE, then S(i) = ~. Random Access Write (RAW) uses the same algorithms as for RAR and the complexity is the same when each PE receives one data item. The complexity of RAR and RAW is the same as Sort.
Translation: In the translation problem, some nodes (possibly all) have to send a message to the corresponding nodes having indices greater by some fixed number s. In
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other words, node X has to send a message to the node X + s(mod n) concurrently for several nodes X. This takes O(log n) time. their right endpoint is encountered in a cw traversal from the origin. In Fig. 2 , a set of cut intervals is shown for a circular arc graph. In this graph, cut interval c 3 covers arcs Aj, A 2, and A 3.
Minimum cut sequence for circular arc graphs
Definition. As in [7] , we define a successor function, SUCC: AF ~ AF, as follows: The successor of a cut interval SUCC(c i) is defined as: SUCC(c i) = ¢1 if there exists no arc not covered by c i. Otherwise, SUCC(c i) = cj where c./= (aj, bj) is the first cut interval encountered when traversing the circle clockwise from c i such that its cw end (bj) is determined by an arc not covered by c i. As an example, in Fig. 2 , the successor of cut interval c o is cut interval c 3.
The successor interval function on the cut intervals has the following monotonicity property [7] . Let c i ~ cj ~ c k denote the relationship of cut intervals c i, %, and c~ such that if beginning with c i we traverse the circle in cw direction we encounter cj first and then c k. [7] .
Lemma 3.1. Consider any two cut intervals c i and cj, Let c k = SUCC(c i) and c I = SUCC(cj). lfc i ~ cj ,~ c k, then either c t = c~ or c k ~ c I ~ c i
From [7] , we may consider each cut interval c i as a cut point cpi on the circle with an angle midway between the angle formed with the origin at a i and the angle at b~. Suppose that we compute CS(c i) for all cut intervals, 0 ~< i ~< n-1. Then, if we select the cut sequence with the smallest number of cut intervals, we get a solution to the minimum cut problem.
Definition. The angle spanned by a sequence of cut intervals
We will later show that only a subset of all CS(c i) need to be computed. We also note that removing the containing arcs does not effect the solutions. The cut point for any contained arc will cut its containing arc(s).
Algorithm Min-Cut-Seq
Input: A set of arcs, AF, on a unit circle centered at the origin, O. The endpoints of the arcs are sorted in the clockwise direction. Each endpoint has knowledge of its arc index and the position of the other endpoint for the arc.
Output:
The set MCS of cut intervals in the minimum cut sequence. begin: 1. Delete containing arcs. 2. Computec i for0~<i~<n-1; 3. Compute SUCC(c i) for 0 ~< i ~< n -1; 4. Compute I CS(ci)l for 0 ~< i < SUCC(co); 5. Find a cut sequence with minimum cardinality. end.
EREW-PRAM implementation
The computational model for this algorithm is the EREW-PRAM (Exclusive Read Exclusive Write Parallel Random Access Model). Our algorithm runs in O(log n) time using O(n) processors for unsorted AF and using O(n/log n) processors for sorted AF.
First of all, the arcs which contain others can be deleted without affecting the existence or size of the minimum cut. We use the sorted list of endpoints of AF, PL.
Rao and Rangan [11] show that this step can be done in O(log n) time using O(n/log n) processors. After deleting the containing arcs, we relabel the surviving arcs so that their indices are in consecutive order (A0, A l .... ). For simplicity of notation, we still use n to denote the number of arcs in AF' and refer to the cw beginning point and cw ending point simply as left endpoint and right endpoint, respectively. Fig. 1 shows an example of the initial graph, AF, and Fig. 3 shows the same graph, after containing arcs are deleted (AF'). Note that AF' is a proper graph. Let PE be the sorted list of endpoints in AF'. (a~,b~) ao, b'r br, b8 al,bo a3, bl a4, b2 b2,b3 b3, b4 as,b5 at, b6 RANGE(ci) ( To identify the cut intervals, we use the sorted endpoints of the arcs. Each cut interval is identified on the cw end by a right endpoint of an arc and on the ccw end by the arc endpoint directly preceding that right endpoint. This step uses parallel prefix. As an example, the sorted list of endpoints in Fig. 3 is shown below. The corresponding cut intervals are shown in as END(ci). Now we use the fact that the left endpoints of the set of arcs are ordered in the same order as the right endpoints (since AF' is proper) to derive the range of arcs "covered" by each cut interval. We use a parallel prefix to get the largest index j of all aj's to the left of each b i in the list PE. Then the range of arcs covered is all arcs whose index is in the range END(ci)... j. Note that if END(c i) >j, then the set of arcs crosses the origin. Denote this range of arcs as RANGE(ci). END(c i) is the index of the most counter clockwise arc (ccw i) and j is that of the most clockwise arc (cw i) covered, for the cut interval, Q. See Fig. 4 for the values for our example.
Definition. LEFT(O) is the set of all arcs that intersect with A o ~AF' at its left endpoint. LEFT(O) can be obtained in O(log n) time by broadcasting A 0 to all arcs A i and having them check for intersection.
To obtain SUCC(ci), we use the ccw i and cwi values of RANGE(ci). Let CCW be the array of n values of ccw and CW be the array of n values of cw. Let CCW 1 be obtained from CCW by removing every ccw i for which END(c i) is an arc in LEFT(O). Let CCW2 be obtained from CCW by keeping only the ¢¢w i for which END(c i) is an arc in LEFT(O). Finally, let CCW 1.CCW2 denote the concatenation of lists CCW 1 and CCW2. See Fig. 5 . Next, we use the Ordered Search operation on the lists CCW 1.CCW2 and CW to find for each cwi the smallest ccwj, that occurs after it. The index of the cut interval corresponding to ccwj is then SUCC(ci). This takes O(log n) time, See Fig. 4 for the cut intervals and their successors for the graph of . From the definition of the cut sequence, we know YL-,,+I = SUCC(xL) >~x 1. Now since SUCC(yp)>iXm+ l, and by the monotonicity, the cardinality of the sequence (YL-m+I ..... yp, SUCC(ye)) is no more than that of the sequence (Xl ..... Xm,X,,+1)" Hence p ~< L. [] This theorem implies that there is a minimum cut sequence among CS(i), 0 <~ i <~ k, where k is the index of the most clockwise cut interval which covers A 0. Note that k < SUCC(co). The following theorem was shown in Lee, et.al. [7] . Theorem 3.3. If m is the size of a minimum cut sequence, then, for all j, 0 <~ j <~ n -1,
We define the inverse of SUCC, SUCC-I by
succ-' ( cj) = {c, c lsucc(c,) =
The monotonicity property of Lemma 3.1 implies that for every c i the cut intervals in SUCC-~ (c i) occur consecutively around the circle. Therefore, we can compute SUCC-1 in O(log n) time using O(n/log n) processors via the technique of [1] .
New(O) ~,ew(1)
New ( we have such an c k, its CS(c k) (which is the minimum cut sequence) can be retrieved with the same time and processor bounds, since it is defined by a path in FCS, and can thus be traced using (again) the Euler Tour technique in conjunction with optimal parallel list ranking [1] . Thus, we have the following theorem. 
Hypercube implementation
Rao and Rangan [I 1] show that the containing arcs can be identified by an algorithm which involves ranking, translation, and parallel prefix. However, their algorithm involves a RAR, so we modify their algorithm in order to improve the complexity on the hypercube model. First, we remove the arcs A i E LEFT(O), A o ~ AF for which there exists an arc Aj that is contained in the arc segment (a 0, b i) as follows. We do a parallel prefix to find the smallest b i to the left of bi in the list PL. If j < i and Aj q~ LEFT(O), then A i is a containing arc. We then find the remaining containing arcs. We obtain PL~ from the input list PL by removing from it all the left endpoints and every bi for which A i ~ LEFT(O). Similarly, we obtain PL z from PL by keeping only the b i for which A~ ~ LEFT(O). We then concatenate to get PL1.PL2. We assign a weight to each b; equal to its arc index, i, and assign to each a; a weight of 0. For each bi, find the largest weight, j, to its left. If j > i, then A i is a containing arc. Once the containing arcs are identified, we perform a series of concentration and distribution operations to generate the list PL', which is the list of all endpoints in the graph, AF'.
Since all of these operations take O(log n) time on the hypercube, we have the following theorem: Proof. (1) R(0) is determined by the right endpoint of an arc which terminates before the origin. By Lemma 3.3, this arc is not covered by x. Therefore, R(0) is needed in the Fig. 7 . FCS for Cut Intervals, HC model. cut sequence. Also, since SUCC(R(O))<R(0), we know that SUCC(R(O))>1 0 and therefore not needed in the cut sequence.
(2) Since AF' is proper, SUCC(R(i)) <~ SUCC(i). If SUCC(R(i)) = SUCC(i), then the 1st sequence is a minimal cut sequence. Otherwise, we have SUCC(R(i)) < SUCC(i) and the second sequence is a minimal cut sequence. 13
In order to determine the MCS, we need to determine the k + 1 cut sequences which start with each of the k + 1 cut intervals which cover A 0. We will first compute the size of each of these cut sequences by ranking vertices in the successor forest, FCS. To compute the rank of each vertex v in FCS, i.e., the number of vertices in the path from ~' to R(v), we use the tree ranking algorithm below.
Assume that processor PE i contains a record rec(i) and an index succ(i) of the processor PEsucc~ ) that follows PE i. The succ(.) pointers form a set of linear and disjoint lists. Furthermore, we know that if i<j, then succ(i)< succ(j), due to the monotonicity property of Lemma 3.1. succ(i) is set to the successor for each cut interval, unless c i < SUCC(ci), in which case succ(i) is set to ~. The record contains the following items:
(1) index(i)the index of this cut interval, or vertex (2) rank(i)depth of the vertex in the forest, initialized to 0 (3) range(i)the range of arcs covered by all vertices on the path from this vertex to its root, initialized to the range of arcs covered by the cut interval associated with that vertex.
(4) root(i)the root vertex for this vertex, initialized to i, if this vertex (PE i) has no
Successor.
Since the sequence {succ(i)} is strictly increasing, the computation of the depth of a vertex in the tree can be performed with O(log m) distribution, concentration, and generalization operations by applying the pointer jumping technique [4] , where m is the height of FCS.
Algorithm Tree-Rank For (log m) times, perform the following steps: begin:
1. If succ(i) = ~ for all PE i then done. 2. Using parallel prefix, identify the l unique values of succ(i) in the n PEiS. 3. Using a concentration followed by a distribution operation, send index(i) to PE .... ¢i), for each of these l succ values. 4. Concentrate data from these l ancestors-sending rec(i) and succ(i) and the received index (as child(i)) value for each PE i (ancestor) that received data in step 3. 5. Use a generalize operation to send rec(succ(i)) and succ(succ(i)) to each vertex with same successor. begin: 1. Tracing the path in the forest from the vertex to its root is similar to that for Tree-Rank. 2. We then mark the elements on the path and Concentrate these arcs in the first I MCSI PEs. If the largest rank among these elements is less than I MCSI then also select SUCC(root(MINCUT)) and route to the PE whose index is I MCSI-1. Thus, the cut intervals in the minimum cut sequence for the circular arc graph are found in the first I MCS IPEs. end. 
Minimum dominating set for circular arc graphs
Let AF" be the proper family of arcs obtained from AF by removing all the "contained arcs" from AF. A MDS for AF will consist of arcs in AF" only. Let A i ~,Aj ,-,A k denote the relationship of arcs, Ai, Aj, and A k such that if beginning with Ai we traverse the circle in a clockwise direction, we encounter Aj first and then A k. This likewise holds for endpoints. As in [1 1], we define the following three successor functions. Definition. For each arc A~ in AF define NEXT'(i) to be the arc Aj to be the last arc (with respect to ending point) to extend A i, i.e., the arc which intersects A i and whose right endpoint is the most clockwise endpoint among all arcs A k which intersect A~. NEXT'(i) satisfies the conditions:
Definition: For each arc
(1) bi q~ Ai, (2) 
Definition. For all A i ~ AF", let SUCC( i) = NEXT'( FCA(i)).
The following lemma on the monotonicity property of the successor function is from [10] .
Lemma 4.1. Consider any two arcs A i and Aj. Let A k = SUCC( A i) and A t = SUCC( A j). lf Ai 4-~ Aj ~, Ak, then either A I = A k or A k 4-~ At 4-~ Ai"
Definition. For each A i ~ AF", define SUCCI( i) = SUCC( i) and Succr( i) = SUCC(j) where Aj = SUCC r-l(i) for r >/2.
Definition.
For each A i in AF", define the greedy dominating set GD(i) as follows:
where r is the smallest integer such that GD(i) is a dominating set for AF. Proof. Similar to that for MCS. [] So, the algorithm for MDS is as follows, assuming that we are given the set AF of sorted endpoints as input.
Algorithm Min-Dom-Set begin:
I. Remove contained arcs from AF to get AF". First of all, the arcs which are contained within others can be deleted without affecting the existence or size of the minimum dominating set. Rao and Rangan [11] show that that the contained arcs can be identified by an algorithm which involves ranking, translation, and parallel prefix. However, their algorithm involves a RAR, so we modify their algorithm in order to improve the complexity on the hypercube model.
We Then we find the other contained arcs. We obtain PL 1 from the input list PL by removing from it every b i for which A i ~ LEFT(O), A o ~ AF. Similarly, we obtain PL 2 from PL by keeping only the b i for which A i~LEFT(O), Ao~AF. We then concatenate to get PL1. PL2. We assign a weight to each b~ equal to its arc index, i, and assign to each a~ a weight of 0. For each b~, find the smallest weight, j, to its right. If j < i, then A~ is a contained arc. Once the contained arcs are identified, we perform a series of concentration and distribution operations to generate the list PE', which is the list of all endpoints in the graph, AF".
As an example, after all contained arcs are deleted from the graph AF, the graph AF" in Fig. 8 results. Since all of these operations take O(log n) time on the hypercube, we have the following theorem: After deleting the contained arcs, we relabel the surviving arcs so that their indices are in consecutive order (A 0, A 1 .... ). For simplicity of notation, we still use n to denote the number of arcs in AF". To compute SUCC( i) for all A i ~ AF", we first compute FCA(i) for all A i ~ AF. For this we use the list of endpoints of AF in sorted order, PL. Note that the algorithm in [1 1] does not correctly generate FCA.
We first compute the set of arcs in LEFT(O), A o ~ AF. Using parallel prefix, we compute for each endpoint in PL, its position in PL. Now, we assign to every a~ of PL a weight equal to the position of b i in PL, and to every b i of PL and every at, A i ~ LEFT(O), a weight of oo. For each b i, A i ~ LEFT(O), find the smallest weight, j, to its right. Then for arc A i, FCA(i) is the arc A k whose left endpoint has weight j. We then compute PL1. PL2 as above. Now, we assign to every a~ a weight equal to the position of b i in PL1. PL2, and to every b i of PLI. PL2 a weight of oo. For each b i, find the smallest weight, j, to its right. Then for arc Ai, FCA(i) is the arc, A k, whose left endpoint has weight j. If there still remains an arc with unassigned FCA, then it is assigned the arc whose left endpoint has the minimum weight in PL1. PL2, i.e., the arc which is the first to end starting from the origin. As an example in Fig. 9 the smallest weight to the right of b 7 is 20 which is the weight of A 9. So A 9 is FCA (7) . Since it takes O(log n log log n) time on the hypercube to assign weights to each a i via RAW we have the following theorem. To compute NEXT'(i), we use the list of sorted endpoints of AF. Also, we know that NEXT'(i) is an arc in AF". (Because a contained arc cannot extend further than its containing arc.) Since the arcs in AF" are proper, we know that if A i < Aj then a i ~< a t and b i <~ bi. Therefore, we assign a weight to each left endpoint of an arc A i in AF" equal to its index, i. All right endpoints and left endpoints of contained arcs have a weight of zero. Then, for each right endpoint b i we use parallel prefix to find the largest weight, w(i), that occurs before it in the list. Then NEXT'(i)= w(i). This operation takes O(log n) time on an n-processor hypercube. See Fig. 10 for the table of NEXT'. Finally, to compute SUCC(i)= NEXT'(FCA(i)), for all A i ~AF", we do a random access read (RAR). Each arc A i goes to the PE according to FCA(i) and gets the value of NEXT'(FCA(i)). This takes O(log n log log n) time on an n-processor hypercube. The list of SUCC values for this example are in Fig. 11 . Once the SUCC values are determined, we relabel the arcs of AF' so that they are in consecutive order (A 0, A 1 ... ). See Fig. 12 . (1) V= {0, 1 ..... n-1} where n =1 AF"I.
(2) For 0 ~< i ~< n -1, if i < SUCC(i), then (i, SUCC(i)) is an edge of E. For the graph in Fig. 8 , RT"(O) = {A 0, Al}. See Fig. 13 for the forest FDS (RT"(O) ). It is easy to see that this forest has the monotonicity property. Therefore, we can compute rank(i) and root(i) for all vertices in the forest in O(Iog m log n) time, where m is the height of the forest, as was done for MCS. Proof. We note that every arc in AF which contains some point in the arc segment (a i, broot(i )) is dominated by some arc in GD(i). Also since i~ RT"(O), we know that arc A 0 is dominated. Now, by definition, we know that SUCC(root(i))< root(i) and therefore either Aroo,:~ ) or Asucc(rootfi) ) covers the origin. Thus all arcs are dominated by the sequences (A i ..... Aroot:i ~) or (A i ..... Aroot(i ), AsucC(root(i))). If the arcs AFca¢root~i)) and A i intersect, then [ GD(i)I = rank(i) (since FCA(root(i)) is dominated), otherwise I GD(i)] = rank(i) + 1. [] Next, we compute a such that [GD(a)I = MIN(I GD(i)l,i ~ RT"(O)), and determine the vertices on the path from a to root(a). To determine the vertices on the path, we use an algorithm similar to Cut-Sequence from MCS.
Next, we compute I GD(i)I for LEFT"(O). We construct a forest, FDS, from the SUCC relations as follows:
(1) V = {0, 1 ..... n -1 }, where n = I AF" I. Proof. Similar to that for RT"(O). 
Minimum cover, maximum independent set, and minimum clique cover
The techniques used in [13] can be adapted to the hypercube model to give an algorithm of time complexity O(log n log m) and processor complexity O(n) for the MCC, MIS, and MCQC problems, where m is the size of the optimal solution. In all of these problems, we delete the appropriate set of arcs (either contained or containing), determine the successor relation, compute the size of n or less sequences of arcs, and finally, determine the set of arcs in the optimal sequence.
For MCC, we delete the contained arcs. For MIS and MCQC, the containing arcs are deleted. As shown for the MCS and MDS problems, the deletion of either contained or containing arcs can be done in O(Iog n) time with O(n) processors.
In the MCQC problem, containing arcs are reinstated for the final step of the algorithm. For each deleted containing arc A i there is an arc Aj in AF' such that Aj is properly contained in A i. So, Ai is to be included in the clique to which Aj belongs.
A successor relation for Minimum Cover, SUCC, is defined as follows. SUCC(A i) = Aj (or simply SUCC(i) --j) if A i appears before Aj in clockwise direction and Aj reaches farthest and has nonempty intersection with A i. Because of the ordering of the starting and ending points, for any two arcs, A~ and A i, and their successors, SUCC(Ai)=A k and SUCC(Aj)=AI, if i<j, then k<~l. All successors can be determined in O(log n) time using parallel prefix on the sorted list of appropriately weighted endpoints. See Fig. 15 for these successors based on the graph of Fig. 8 . A cover sequence, CS(i), for an arc, i, is defined as follows. Start from an arc A i and then proceed in the clockwise direction, by selecting SUCC( A i) as the next arc in this cover, until the whole circle is covered. We compute CS(i) for 0 <~ i <~ SUCC(O) and one of the resulting covers is the solution [13] .
Define R(i) to be the root of the tree to which vertex i belongs. As in [YCL], to compute I CS(i)I for 0 <~ i <<, SUCC(O), we first construct a successor forest, FMC. Then,
As input to the Tree-Rank algorithm, we have the arcs of AF" in sorted order. Because of the monotonicity property, we have the arcs also sorted in order of ancestor. From [6] , we know that any greedy cover is no more than I MCCI + 1, thus, the length of the longest path in the tree is O(1 MCC I).
Computing the arcs in the minimum cover is done similar to the MCS algorithm (Cut-Sequence).
Theorem 5.1. The minimum cover problem for a set of n circular arcs can be solved on the hypercube model with time complexity O(log n log log n + log n log m) and processor complexity O(n) if the input is not given sorted, otherwise, the time complexity is O(log n log m); m is the size of the MCC.
A successor function for MIS (and also for MCQC) is defined as follows: SUCC(Ai) is the arc Aj such that A i and Aj are disjoint and Aj is "as near as possible" in the clockwise direction. To compute SUCC(Ai), we use the sorted array of endpoints of AF', PE. All successors can be determined in O(log n) time by a parallel postfix operation on the appropriately weighted list PE. For the graph in Fig. 3 , the successors are specified in Fig. 16 . For each arc A i we determine the greedy MIS by arbitrarily selecting an arc A i and then proceeding in the clockwise direction by selecting SUCC(AI) as the next arc until the newly containing arc cannot be added to this set (i.e., it intersects with some arc i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 SUCC(i) 2 4 5 5 5 6 8 ~1 1 Fig. 16 . SUCC Relation for MIS and MCQC. already in the sequence). [13] then show that it is necessary to consider only independent sequences with increasing arc indices.
To compute I MIS(i)[, the forest, FIS, is constructed as for MCS. Then, for any vertex i the greedy MIS is given by the sequence i ~ SUCC(i) --+ • • • ~ R(i) or the same sequence omitting R(i). As input to the Tree-Rank algorithm, we use the vertices sorted by ai, for which, therefore, ancestors are also sorted by a i. Obviously, the height of the tree, m, is O(I MIS I). Computing the arcs in the maximum independent set is done similar to the MCS algorithm (Cut-Sequence). A solution of the minimum clique cover problem for a set of arcs (AF) which is not proper can be derived from the solution to MCQC problem for the set of arcs which has had the containing arcs deleted (AF'). For each deleted arc A i there is an arc Aj in AF' such that Aj is properly contained in A i. So, A i is to be included in the clique to which A i belongs.
The successor function for the MCQC problem is the same as that for MIS. A clique is defined to be linear if every arc in the clique contains a common point on the circle. For all A i E AF', we define LQ(i) to be the linear clique that is formed by all the arcs in AF' that contain b r For each Ai in AF', we define the sequence GD(i) = { Ai~ , Aiz ..... Aik}, where Ai~ = SUCCI( Ai ), etc. Then, the greedy clique cover is given by: After deleting the containing arcs, we renumber the arcs so that they are consecutive from 0 to n-1, where n is the number of vertices in AF'. For convenience, we continue to use n as the number of arcs. It is not necessary to find all n greedy covers.
We To form the greedy clique cover, we start with an arbitrary arc and then continue tO select the successor of that arc until there is an intersection with the first arc. This sequence is GD(i). We select the sequence of minimum cardinality. Then we find the linear clique for each arc in the minimum sequence, GD(a).
To compute I GD(i)[, a forest, FCQC, is constructed from the SUCC relations as follows:
(1) V= (0, 1 ..... n -1), forest, we use the set of right endpoints in sorted order. With the right endpoints in this order, the ancestors will be in increasing order. Proof. First we note that either SUCC(R(i)) < R(i) or SUCC(R(i)) ~ LEFT(O).
(1) For i = 0, if SUCC(R(i)) < R(i), then the cover is given by (1) . If SUCC(R(i)) R(i) then SUCC(R(i)) ~ LEFT(O) (by construction of forest) and the cover is given by (2).
2. For i ~ LEFT(O), if SUCC(R(i)) < R(i), then all i ~ LEFT(O) are covered by R(i) and the cover is given by (1) . If SUCC(R(i))~ LEFT(O) and SUCC(R(i))= i, then the cover is given by (1) , else the cover is given by (2) . [] An algorithm similar to that for MCS is used to construct GD(a), and the arcs in GD(a) are so marked. Similar to MCS, we can show that the size of any greedy clique cover differs from [MCQCI by no more than 1. Thus, the height of the tree is O(1 MCQC I). To partition the arcs of AF among the linear cliques, we relabel the arcs according to their original labels. For the graph of Fig. 1 , a minimum clique cover consists of the following linear cliques: aDq(a) = {za(o), LQ(3), LQ (7) , LQ(9), {all}} For each arc which is in GDq(a), we mark the right endpoints. Then, in the sorted list of right endpoints in AF assign a weight to each marked arc according to its position in the list. We use a parallel prefix to find the largest weight, w i, that occurs before each right endpoint. If w i = 0, then assign a weight according to the marked arc with largest weight. All arcs with the same weight will be in the same linear clique. This takes O(log n) time. See Fig. 17 . 
Summary
Given a set of n circular arcs, the problem of finding a minimum cut has been considered in the sequential model. Here we present a parallel algorithm in the EREW-PRAM model that runs in O(log n) time with O(n) processors if the arcs are not given already sorted and using O(n/log n) processors otherwise.
A set of circular-arc problems: the minimum cut sequence, the minimum dominating set, the minimum circle cover, the maximum independent set, and the minimum clique cover, are solved on the hypercube model in a unified manner. If the inputs are not sorted, the time complexity for all five problems is O(log n log log n + log n log m). With sorted input, the time complexity is reduced to O(log n log m) for the MCS, MCC, MIS, and MCQC problems, where m is the size of the solution set.
